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LexisNexis Recent and Future Enhancements

improved favorites: Select and manage more 

Favorites, i.e., an entire page of sources you’ve 

selected via Explore Content.  

post-search filtering enhancements: 

Further streamline your results review with 

improvements to the post-search filters.

Customize the content type order in your 

results navigation pane. You’ll move to most-

used content faster. plus watch for quicker 

navigation across content types. 

filter news results by language.  Other post-

search filters will also be added to help you zero 

in on your best results.

alerts management center updates: Review 

and edit automatic search updates faster

and easier.

expanded Did You Mean?: Includes more 

intuitive filtering options and more information 

in Alert results.

better search feedback, including visual 

feedback on how your search worked and more 

suggestions for improving your search results.

smarter, broader word wheel suggestions: 

Get better suggestions as you locate every case 

available at Lexis Advance. Just enter a party name.

more intuitive citation recognition: Find what 

you’re looking for, even if you don’t know the 

citation format.

search enhancements for boolean and 

natural-language searches: plus get search 

results delivered faster.

Custom pages & elibraries: Lexis Advance users and 

administrators can create and manage online pages of 

sources and features for individual or organizational use.

my sources: View subscription plan content 

as you browse within Lexis Advance Explore 

Content.

simplified search forms: We’ll continue to 

improve search form design and interactions so 

you get to your best results faster.

HIGHLIGHTS OF WHAT’S COmING 

see the reason for the Shepard’s signal™. 

One click moves you from your full-text case 

to the citing language that generated the 

Shepard’s Signal indicator.

 lexis® answers: Enter a question or select a 

suggested question in the Red Search Box and 

get definitions, the “elements of,” and more, in 

your results.
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view lex machina® legal analytics® graphics:  

Click a judge or law firm entity link in your 

full-text case and view charts summarizing that 

entity’s litigation history.   

Case law headnote enhancements, including 

streamlined headnote “breadcrumb” trails and 

improved topic descriptions.

more like this Headnote: See an on-point 

headnote? Click and get additional relevant 

headnotes.

table of Contents enhancements: Navigate 

through lengthy hierarchical TOCs faster—and 

get even more flexible search options.



LexisNexis Recent and Future Enhancements

select multiple toC sections for delivery:

One click and you’re ready.

access to document highlights and 

annotations—no matter where you view the 

enhanced document. 

easier access to footnotes: View footnotes 

within the document on demand, eliminating 

back and forth navigation. 

 your content … within lexis advance: 

Search your own private databases through 

the Lexis Advance service.

more state trial court orders. 

more international sources.

more Custom interface choices, including 

additional non-billable options.

lexis® for microsoft office®: Draft, review  

and research in one place—even faster—with  

Office 365® integration. 

faster delivery via mobile devices, plus Apple® 

ipad® app enhancements, including split view.

treatise videos: Get extra insights from 

Wagstaffe treatise authors in video format.

trademarks/Copyrights: Search and access 

trademarks and copyrights fully integrated on 

the Lexis Advance service.
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explore Content: Browse sources by navigating 

content hierarchy screens from the Lexis 

Advance home page.

Get a document forms: Link to fill-in-the-blank 

citation, party name and docket forms from the 

Red Search Box.

Home page and practice Center 

personalization: Improve your Lexis Advance 

Start experience. move—drag and drop—source 

pods where you’d like them.

practice pages are now practice Centers: Same 

premier sources and features, plus more practice 

Centers for specialties, jurisdictions and industries. 

more than 50 practice Centers now available.

expanded segment searching: more pinpoint 

search capabilities at Lexis Advance.

Shepard’s® brieflink: Speed drafting and cite 

checking by adding Lexis Advance links to legal 

authority cited.

search term visualization: Find your best 

results faster when color coding helps you see 

the right search word combination throughout a 

case—at a glance. 

results list displays: Zero in on results faster 

with more detail in the headers displayed with 

forms, statutes, etc.  

table of Contents search and delivery 

enhancements: move even faster in your review 

of structured publications.

more state trial Court orders: Find 1.4m orders to 

help you gauge how courts will treat your issue. The 

collection will grow in 2017.

mobile enhancements: Continuous improvements

to iOS applications and mobile website for better

on-the-go access to Lexis Advance content.

Custom interfaces: Integrate even more Lexis 

Advance content and new features into your work 

environment. Access and research without leaving 

your work!

move among results in different content types 

faster—and in fewer clicks.

Shepard’s® briefCheck™ access via Lexis Advance.

improved Highlighting and annotation 

display: View in context; edit faster and easier.

legislator profiles/voting records for legislators in 

all 50 states and Congress. Find contact information, 

committee votes and much more.

lexisnexis news collection: Lexis Advance offers  

all news content, including news archives, from the  

lexis.com® service. plus more news content—more than  

1B news documents total!

easier access to more international and foreign

primary law.

easier access to copyright and trademark content.

indices for statutory and analytical content:  

Review back-of-the-book topical organization of 

content. Browse, search and link to full-text content.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF 2016 ADDITIONS:

LexisNexis Recent and Future Enhancements

see the probability a bill will pass: Introducing 

data visualization and predictive analysis with 

Legislative Outlook for U.S. and state bills and bill-

tracking reports.
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